RESPONSIBILITIES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROFESSIONAL GRADUATES

The SMART TYCOON FORUM and EMBRASO planning forum jointly for the year 2018-2019 was held on 28/8/2018 our principal Dr. Smt. M. Malarvizhi presided over the meeting.

The chief guest Dr. A. Arunachala Rajan, M.com, M.phil, Ph.D., M.A, (Eng), B.ED, PGDCA, Assistant professor and Head, Department of Commerce with corporate secretary ship PG Research centre in commerce Kamaraj college, Thoothukudi.

He gave lecture on “Responsibilities and opportunities for professional Graduates”. His lecture was very useful and thoughts provoking.

His speech was inspired by the students. He briefed about SWOT analysis for the strength and weakness of our students. He made group discussion with our students.

He also explained the various opportunities for the professional graduates. The meeting came to end with our college song and Shanthi prayer.